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Abstract. This article contains the extended notes of the author’s
talk given at the conference DGDS 2007. First we recall the notion of
(generalized) (para-)pluriharmonic maps and of (para-)tt*-bundles and
their metric/symplectic versions. Then we discuss the relation between
(para-)tt*-bundles and (para-)pluriharmonic maps into the symmetric
spaces GL(r,R)/O(p, q) and GL(r,R)/Sp(Rr). In the last section we con-
sider a general Ansatz to obtain solutions of (para-)tt*-bundles on the tan-
gent bundle. We discuss solutions obtained from special (para-)Kähler and
flat nearly (para-)Kähler manifolds. The associated (para-)pluriharmonic
maps are analyzed.
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1 Introduction

tt∗-geometry is a geometry of physical origin. Around 1990 physicists began to study
topological field-theories and their moduli-spaces, in particular N=2 supersymmet-
ric field-theories and discovered a special geometric structure called topological-
antitopolgical fusion (see for example [3] and [8]). A definition of tt∗-geometry on
abstract vector bundles was formulated in [13]. From the mathematical point of view
this geometry can be considered as a generalization of variations of Hodge-structures
(VHS) as it was done in [13]. The definition in terms of real differential geometry,
which is used in this text was given in [5, 18]. A result of Dubrovin [8] associates to a
tt∗-bundle with positive definite metric a pluriharmonic map to GL(r)/O(r) where r
is the dimension of the base-manifold and vice-versa to every such map a tt∗-geometry.
This result was generalized by the author in different directions, as it is discussed later
in this article. For example para-complex versions were introduced and a number of
results from complex geometry were generalized to this setting.
An interesting class of solutions is harmonic bundles E which were first introduced by
Simpson [24]. In his paper he related harmonic bundles to pluriharmonic maps into
GL(r,C)/U(r), where r is the (complex) rank of E. In the reference [19] we established
the relation between the pluriharmonic maps associated to harmonic bundles and the
pluriharmonic maps related to the tt*-bundle coming from the harmonic bundle.
In the present paper we discuss the results for complex and para-complex geometry in
a parallel manner, which was neither done in the talk nor in the references. In addition
we present the solutions on the tangent bundle in a general Ansatz and analyse these
solutions in more details than in former work.

2 Para-complex differential geometry

The notion of para-complex geometry was first introduced in 1952 by P. Libermann
[16]. A survey on this subject is [7]. One can obtain examples from para-hermitian
symmetric spaces, see [2]. Such spaces provide examples of para-Kähler manifolds.
Another name for para-Kähler manifolds is bi-Lagrangian manifolds (cf. [9] for a
survey).
Let us now recall some notions and facts of para-complex (differential) geometry. The
basic idea of para-complex geometry is to replace the complex structure J with J2 =
−1 (on a finite dimensional vector space V ) by the para-complex structure τ ∈ End(V )
satisfying τ2 = 1 such that the ±1-eigenspaces have the same dimension. The pair
(V, τ) is called para-complex vector space. An endomorphism-field τ, which is a point-
wise para-complex structure is called an almost para-complex structure on a smooth
manifold M. An almost para-complex structure τ is called para-complex structure on M
if the eigendistributions T±M are integrable. In this case M is called a para-complex
manifold. Similar to complex geometry, the obstruction to the integrability of the
para-complex structure is given by a tensor, also called Nijenhuis tensor.
We consider the real algebra, which is generated by 1 and by the para-complex unit e
subject to the relation e2 = 1. It is called the para-complex numbers and is denoted
by C. For all elements z = x + ey ∈ C with x, y ∈ R one defines the para-complex
conjugation as ·̄ : C → C, x + ey 7→ x − ey. The real part and imaginary part of z are
defined as <(z) := x, =(z) := y. The free C-module Cn is a para-complex vector
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space on which the para-complex structure is given by the multiplication with e and
the para-complex conjugation of C extends to ·̄ : Cn → Cn, v 7→ v̄.
Note, that zz̄ = x2− y2. For this reason the algebra C is also called the hypercomplex
numbers. The circle S1 = {z = x + iy ∈ C |x2 + y2 = 1} is replaced by the four
hyperbolas {z = x + ey ∈ C |x2 − y2 = ±1}. We define S̃1 to be the hyperbola given
by the one-parameter group {z(θ) = cosh(θ) + e sinh(θ) | θ ∈ R}.
A para-complex vector space (V, τ) endowed with a pseudo-Euclidean metric g is
called para-hermitian vector space, if g is τ -anti-invariant, i.e. τ∗g = −g. The para-
unitary group of V is defined as the group of automorphisms

Uπ(V ) := Aut(V, τ, g) := {L ∈ GL(V )|[L, τ ] = 0 and L∗g = g}.

For Cn = Rn ⊕ eRn the standard para-hermitian structure is defined by the above
para-complex structure and the metric g = diag(1,−1) (cf. Example 7 of [4]). The
corresponding para-unitary group is given by (cf. Proposition 2 of [4]):

Uπ(Cn) =
{(

A B
B A

)
|A,B ∈ End(Rn), AT A−BT B = 1n, AT B −BT A = 0

}
.

There exist two bi-gradings on the exterior algebra: The one is induced by the splitting
in T±M and denoted by ΛkT ∗M =

⊕
k=p+q

Λp+,q−T ∗M and induces an obvious bi-

grading on exterior forms with values in a vector bundle E. The second is induced by
the decomposition of the para-complexified tangent bundle TMC = TM ⊗RC into the
subbundles T 1,0

p M and T 0,1
p M which are defined as the ±e-eigenbundles of the para-

complex linear extension of τ. This induces a bi-grading on the C-valued exterior forms
noted ΛkT ∗MC =

⊕
k=p+q

Λp,q T ∗M and finally on the C-valued differential forms on

M noted as Ωk
C(M) =

⊕
k=p+q

Ωp,q(M). In the case (1, 1) and (1+, 1−) the two gradings

induced by τ coincide, in the sense that Λ1,1 T ∗M = (Λ1+,1− T ∗M)⊗ C.

Definition 1. An almost para-hermitian manifold (M, τ, g) is an almost para-complex
manifold (M, τ) endowed with a pseudo-Riemannian metric g such that τ∗g = −g. If
τ is integrable, we call (M, τ, g) a para-hermitian manifold. The two-form ω := g(τ ·, ·)
is called the fundamental two-form of the almost para-hermitian manifold (M, τ, g). A
para-hermitian manifold is called para-Kähler manifold if it ω is a closed form.

We remark that (almost) para-hermitian and para-Kähler manifolds M2n are
forced to have a metric of split signature (n, n).
In the following sections we want to consider the complex and the para-complex case
at the same time. Therefore we introduce the following notation: For the εcomplex
unit we use the symbol î, i.e. î := e, for ε = 1, and î = i, for ε = −1. Further we
define Cε by C1 = C and C−1 = C. Our language is extended by the following ε-
notation: If a word has a prefix ε with ε ∈ {±1}, i.e. is of the form εX, this expression
is replaced by

εX :=

{
X, for ε = −1,

para-X, for ε = 1.

The εunitary group is called
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U ε(p, q) :=

{
Uπ(Cr), for ε = 1,

U(p, q), for ε = −1,

where in the complex case (p, q) for r = p + q is the hermitian signature. In the rest
of the text we denote the εcomplex structure by the symbol J = Jε, i.e. J−1 = J and
J1 = τ omitting the ε.

3 Pluriharmonic maps

Let (M, g) and (N,h) be pseudo-Riemannian manifolds. Denote by ∇g and ∇h the
Levi-Civita connections of g and h. Further consider a (smooth) map f : M → N.
The energy of f is defined as :

E(f) :=
1
2

∫

M

‖df‖2g⊗f∗hvolg,

where df is considered as a section of T ∗M ⊗ f∗TN. The map f is called harmonic,
if |E(f)| < ∞ and f is an extremal value of E(f) with respect to variations with
compact support.

Proposition 1. The Euler-Lagrange equations of the harmonic functional are

trg∇df = 0.

Here ∇ is the connection on T ∗M ⊗ f∗TN induced by ∇g and ∇h.

Since the harmonic functional is conformally invariant in dimension two the next
definition does not depend on the choice of the metric in the conformal class of the
(para-)complex structure J.

Definition 2. A smooth map f : M → N from an εcomplex manifold (M, J) into
a pseudo-Riemannian manifold (N,h) is called εpluriharmonic if its restriction f|Σ to
arbitrary εcomplex curves Σ is harmonic.

A map is εpluriharmonic if it satisfies the following differential equation

(3.1) (∇df)1,1 = 0,

where ∇ is the connection on T ∗M ⊗ f∗TN induced by a torsion-free εcomplex con-
nection D on M, i.e. a torsion-free connection D satisfying DJ = 0 and by the
Levi-Civita connection ∇h of h.
More generally, any εcomplex connection D on M such that for the torsion it holds
(TD)1,1 = 0 leads to the same equation (3.1).
On an almost εcomplex manifold (M, J) there exists a connection D with torsion
proportional to the Nijenhuis tensor, which has vanishing (1, 1)-component (compare
[15] for the complex and [21] for the para-complex case.).
Therefore we can define the notion of an εpluriharmonic map for maps in this context
of non-integrable εcomplex structure by equation (3.1).
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Definition 3. A map from an almost εcomplex manifold to a pseudo-Riemannian
manifold (N,h) is called (generalized) εpluriharmonic if it satisfies the following dif-
ferential equation

(3.2) (∇df)1,1 = 0,

where ∇ is the connection on T ∗M ⊗ f∗TN induced by an εcomplex connection D
on M with vanishing (1, 1)-torsion and by the Levi-Civita connection ∇h.

4 tt*-geometry

For the origin of tt∗-geometries in topological field-theories we refer to [3] and the
references within. The version on an abstract vector bundle in the language of complex
geometry is introduced in [13]. The definition which we want to use in this text was
formulated in [18, 5], para-complex versions were first considered in [21]. The structure
of symplectic tt*-bundles appeared in a natural way in the analysis of solutions given
by flat nearly εKähler manifolds [20, 22].
In order to formulate the next definition we use the notation

cosε(θ) :=

{
cos(θ), ε = −1,

cosh(θ), ε = 1,
and sinε(θ) :=

{
sin(θ), ε = −1,

sinh(θ), ε = 1.

Definition 4. An εtt*-bundle (E,D, S) over an (almost) εcomplex manifold (M, J)
is a real vector bundle E → M endowed with a connection D and a section S ∈
Γ(T ∗M ⊗ EndE), which satisfy the εtt*-equation

Rθ = 0,

for all θ ∈ R, where Rθ is the curvature of the family of connections given by

Dθ
X := DX + cosε(θ)SX + sinε(θ) SJX , X ∈ TM.

A metric/symplectic εtt*-bundle (E, D, S, β) is an εtt*-bundle (E,D, S) endowed with
a D-parallel non-degenerate symmetric/skew-symmetric bilinear form β on the fibers
of E such that SX is β-symmetric for all X ∈ TM.
It is called unimodular if trSX = 0 for all X ∈ TM.

The next proposition describes the εtt∗-equations in explicit equations on the data
(D, S).

Proposition 2. The εtt*-equation Rθ = 0, ∀ θ ∈ R, is equivalent to the following
system of equations:

dDS = dDSJ = 0, where
(dDS)(X,Y ) = DX(SY )−DY (SX)− S[X,Y ],

[SX , SY ] = −ε[SJX , SJY ], ∀X, Y ∈ TM,

RD(X,Y ) + [SX , SY ] = 0, ∀X,Y ∈ TM.
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Proof: The explicit form of the tt*-equations in the complex case can be obtained by
the decomposition of the curvature equation Rθ = 0 into its Fourier-coefficients with
respect to the parameter θ. For the computations we refer to [18]. In the para-complex
case Rθ = 0 has to be developed in terms of the functions sinh and cosh (cf. [21] for
the details).

Remark 1. If (E, D, S) is an εtt*-bundle, then (E, D, Sθ) with

Sθ = cosε(θ)S + sinε(θ)SJ

defines an εtt*-bundle. The same observation applies to metric/symplectic εtt*-
bundles.

5 tt*-geometry and pluriharmonic maps

The results discussed in this section generalize a construction of Dubrovin [8]. In
his paper Dubrovin gave a correspondence between solutions of the tt*-equations on
some real subbundle of T 1,0M endowed with a metric of positive definite signature
and pluriharmonic maps into GL(n)/O(n) with n = dimCM. A related construction
for harmonic bundles was obtained by Simpson [24]. As can be seen in Theorem 1
and 2, these results have been developed by the author in different directions: as for
example indefinite signature, para-complex geometry and symplectic pairings.
In this section we consider (M,J) to be a simply connected εcomplex manifold.

Theorem 1. [8, 18, 21, 23] Let (E, D, S, β) be a metric/symplectic εtt*-bundle
over an εcomplex manifold (M,J). For any θ ∈ R there exists a Dθ-parallel frame
(eθ

1, . . . , e
θ
r) of E and the association

x 7→ fθ(x) :=
(
β(eθ

i (x), eθ
j (x))

)

defines an εpluriharmonic map

fθ : M →
{

Symp,q(Rr) ∼= GL(r,R)/O(p, q),
Skewreg(Rr) ∼= GL(r,R)/Sp(r,R),

if β is

{
symmetric of signature (p, q), p + q = r,

skew-symmetric.

Remark 2. Let us remark the following points:

(i) The target manifold N is a pseudo-Riemannian symmetric space with the metric
induced by the (bi-invariant) trace form on gl(r,R), i.e. 〈A,B〉 = tr (A B).

(ii) In all cases the εpluriharmonic map f = fθ has the following additional property:

(5.1) RN (df T 1,0M, df T 1,0M) = 0,

where RN is the curvature tensor of the symmetric target manifold N.
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(iii) If the source manifold M is complex and the target manifold N is Riemannian
then each map f is admissible, i.e. satisfies equation (5.1), since it holds

0 = 〈RN (Z, W )W̄ , Z̄〉 = −‖[Z, W ]‖2 ⇒ [Z, W ] = 0, ∀Z, W ∈ T 1,0N.

(iv) Suppose, that (E, D, S, β) is oriented and unimodular then fθ takes values in
the irreducible symmetric space

N =

{
SL(r,R)/SO(p, q),
SL(r,R)/Sp(r,R)

in the case that β is
{

symmetric of signature (p, q), p + q = r,

skew-symmetric.

(v) For manifolds M, which are not simply connected, one has to consider twisted
εpluriharmonic maps.

To formulate the converse direction of the correspondence we need the following
definition.

Definition 5. An εpluriharmonic map f : M → N is called admissible if it satisfies
the condition (5.1).

Theorem 2. [8, 18, 21, 23] An admissible εpluriharmonic map

f : M → N =

{
GL(r,R)/O(p, q),
GL(r,R)/Sp(r,R)

induces a metric/symplectic εtt*-bundle (E, D, S, β).
An admissible εpluriharmonic map

f : M → N =

{
SL(r,R)/SO(p, q),
SL(r,R)/Sp(r,R)

induces an oriented unimodular metric/symplectic εtt*-bundle (E, D, S, β).

We want to emphasize the case of a complex source and a Riemannian target manifold:

Theorem 3. Let (M,J) be a simply connected complex manifold and

f : M → N = GL(r,R)/O(r)

be a pluriharmonic map then f induces a metric tt*-bundle (E, D, S, g).
Let (M, J) be a simply connected complex manifold and

f : M → N = SL(r,R)/SO(r),

be a pluriharmonic map then f induces an oriented unimodular metric tt*-bundle
(E, D, S, g).
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6 Solutions on the tangent bundle

6.1 A general Ansatz

In this section we recall the Ansatz of [20, 22], which was motivated by the study of
εtt*-bundles on the tangent bundle, i.e. E = TM, related to special εKähler manifolds
in [5, 21].
Let (M,J,∇) be an almost εcomplex manifold endowed with a flat connection ∇. We
consider the one-parameter family ∇θ of connections, which is defined by

(6.1) ∇θ
XY = exp(θJ)∇X(exp(−θJ)Y ) for X, Y ∈ Γ(TM),

where exp(θJ) = cosε(θ)Id + sinε(θ)J. Since ∇ is flat the family ∇θ is also flat.
The natural question is, if this family is related to some solution (E = TM, D, S)
of the εtt*-equations. An answer (cf. Theorem 4) was given in [20, 22] under the
assumption that D is an εcomplex connection, i.e. a connection such that DJ = 0.
The existence of such a connection is ensured by the above cited εcomplex connection
with torsion which is proportional to the Nijenhuis tensor.

Theorem 4.

(i) Let an almost εcomplex manifold (M, J) endowed with a flat connection ∇ and
a decomposition of ∇ = D + S in a connection D and a section S in T ∗M ⊗
End(TM), such that J is D-parallel, i.e. DJ = 0, be given. If (TM,D, S) defines
an εtt∗-bundle, such that Dθ = ∇αθ with factor α = ±2, then D and S are
uniquely determined by

(6.2) S = −1
2
εJ(∇J)

and D = ∇− S.
Moreover, (TM, D, S) as above defines an εtt∗-bundle, such that Dθ = ∇αθ with
factor α = ±2, if and only if J satisfies

(6.3) (∇JXJ)∓ J(∇XJ) = 0

and D and S are given by S = − 1
2εJ(∇J) and D = ∇− S.

(ii) Let (M, J, g) be an almost εhermitian manifold endowed with a flat connection
∇, such that (∇, J) satisfies the condition (6.3) and the metric g is ∇-parallel.
Define S, a section in T ∗M ⊗ End(TM), by

(6.4) S := −1
2
εJ(∇J),

then (TM, D = ∇− S, S, ω = εg(J ·, ·)) defines a symplectic εtt∗-bundle.

(iii) Let (M, J, g) be an almost εhermitian manifold endowed with a flat connection
∇, such that (∇, J) satisfies the condition (6.3) and the two-form ω = εg(J ·, ·)
is ∇-parallel. Define S, a section in T ∗M ⊗ End(TM), by

(6.5) S := −1
2
εJ(∇J),

then (TM, D = ∇− S, S, g) defines a metric εtt∗-bundle.
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Proof: The proof of part (i) can be found in [20, 22].
Let us prove (ii) and (iii): By part (i) the data (TM, D, S) defines an εtt∗-bundle.
(ii) It remains to check that Dω = 0 and that S is ω-symmetric.
First, the information that g is εhermitian and ∇g = 0 imply that ∇XJ is skew-
symmetric with respect to g. By a short calculation it follows, that S is skew-
symmetric with respect to g :

−2ε g(SXY,Z) = g(J(∇XJ)Y, Z) = −g((∇XJ)Y, JZ)
= g(Y, (∇XJ)JZ) = −g(Z, J(∇XJ)Y ) = 2ε g(Y, SXZ).

Using ω = εg(J ·, ·) and {SX , J} = 0 gives the ω-symmetry of SX .
¿From D = ∇+ 1

2εJ∇J, one obtains

DJ = ∇J +
1
2
ε[J∇J, J ] = 0.

This means Dω = 0 if and only if Dg = 0. Since ∇g = 0 and S is skew-symmetric
with respect to g, it follows that g is parallel for D = ∇− S.
Summarizing (TM, D = ∇− S, S, ω) is a symplectic εtt∗-bundle.
(iii) It remains to check Dg = 0 and that S is g-symmetric.
First, we remark that ω(JX, Y ) = −ω(X,JY ) as g is εhermitian. This yields using
∇ω = 0 the ω-skew-symmetry of∇XJ, which implies that SX = − 1

2εJ(∇J) is ω-skew-
symmetric, since J(∇XJ) = −(∇XJ)J. Finally {SX , J} = 0 shows the g-symmetry
of SX . Similary to (ii) one has DJ = 0. Therefore Dg = 0 is equivalent to Dω = 0.
From ∇ω = 0 and the ω-skew-symmetry of S it follows Dω = (∇ − S)ω = 0. Thus
we have shown that (TM,D = ∇− S, S, g) is a metric εtt∗-bundle.

Remark 3. (i) If the torsion of ∇ vanishes then the condition (6.3) with the neg-
ative sign, i.e.

(6.6) (∇JXJ)Y − J(∇XJ)Y = 0

implies that J is an integrable almost εcomplex structure. This follows imme-
diately from the formula for the Nijenhuis tensor in terms of a torsion-free
connection ∇

NJ(X, Y ) = (∇JXJ)Y − (∇JY J)X − J(∇XJ)Y + J(∇Y J)X
(6.6)
= 0.

(ii) If the connection ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection ∇ = ∇g of the almost εhermi-
tian metric g then the condition (6.3) with +-sign, i.e.

(6.7) (∇JXJ)Y + J(∇XJ)Y = 0

describes a subclass of almost εhermitian structures of Gray-Hervella class G1

(cf. [12, 17]). As we observed in a discussion with P.-A. Nagy the subclass related
to equation (6.7) is exactly the class of nearly Kähler manifolds. Solutions of
this type are discussed in subsection 6.3. We observe, that the Nijenhuis tensor
in this case is given by

NJ(X, Y ) = −4J(∇XJ)Y.
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(iii) Another possibility to solve the condition (6.3) is by a special connection ∇, i.e.
(∇XJ)Y = (∇Y J)X. Solutions of this type are for example given by special
εcomplex manifolds and by special εKähler manifolds. This is discussed in more
detail in subsection 6.2.

6.2 Special εcomplex and special εKähler manifolds

Let us recall the (mathematical) definition of special εcomplex and special εKähler
manifolds. For the physical motivation in super-symmetric field-theories we refer to
the references in [1, 10]. Euclidean super-symmetric field-theories were subject of [4].

Definition 6. [1, 10, 4] A special εcomplex manifold (M, J,∇) is an εcomplex manifold
endowed with a flat torsion-free connection ∇, such that

(6.8) (∇XJ)Y = (∇Y J)X, ∀X, Y ∈ TM.

A special εKähler manifold (M,J,∇, ω) is a special εcomplex manifold (M, J,∇) en-
dowed with a J-invariant ∇-parallel symplectic structure ω. The εKähler metric
g = εω(J ·, ·) is called the special εKähler metric of (M, J,∇, ω).

A tt*-bundle (E,D, S) is called special if for each θ the connection Dθ is torsion-
free and special, i.e. (Dθ

XJ)Y = (Dθ
Y J)X.

Theorem 5. [5, 21] There exists a one-to-one correspondence

Φ :
{

special εKähler manifolds
(M, J,∇, g)

}

→




special metric εtt*-bundles (TM, D, S, g)
over εHermitian manifolds (M, J, g),

s.t. {SX , J} = 0, ∀X ∈ TM, and DJ = 0



 ,

where the map Φ is defined by

Φ(M,J,∇, g) = (TM, D := ∇− S, S = −1
2
εJ∇J, g)

and its inverse is given by Φ−1(TM,D, S, g) = (M, J,∇ := D + S, g).

Remark 4. Any special εcomplex manifold (M,J,∇) carries a canonical torsion-free
εcomplex connection which coincides with the connection D as defined in Theorem 5
(cf. Theorem 4).
If (M,J,∇, g) is a special εKähler manifold, then the connection D coincides with the
Levi-Civita connection ∇g of g.

Consider a simply connected special εKähler manifold (M2n, J,∇, g).
Any ∇-parallel frame s of volume 1 defines an εpluriharmonic map

G(s) : M → SL(2n,R)/SO(p, q),

where (p, q) = (2k, 2l) is the symmetric signature of the metric g. Note, that it holds
p = q in the para-complex case.
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Any simply connected special εKähler manifold M was realized by [1] and [4] as a
non-degenerate εholomorphic Lagrangian immersion (V = T ∗Cn

ε = C2n
ε , Ω = Ωcan) :

ϕ : M → V = T ∗Cn
ε = C2n

ε ,

which is unique up to the action of the group AffSp(R2n)(V ).
The metric is given by g = Re(ϕ∗γ) with γ := îΩ(·, ·̄). Lagrangian means ϕ∗Ω = 0
and non-degenerate means that with the above definition g defines a metric, i.e. is
non-degenerate. The immersion ϕ induces a map

L : M → Grk,l
0 (C2n

ε ), p 7→ dϕp TpM ⊂ V,

into the Grassmannian Grk,l
0 (C2n

ε ) of εcomplex Lagrangian subspaces W ⊂ V, such
that in the complex case γ|W has hermitian signature (k, l). Recall, that there is
no notion of signature in the para-complex case. In fact, the map L is dual to the
Gauss map:

L⊥ : M → Grl,k
0 (C2n

ε ), p 7→ L(p)⊥ = L(p) ∼=Ω L(p)∗.

Theorem 6. [5, 21] Let (TM, D, S, g) be the metric εtt*-bundle associated to a simply
connected special εKähler manifold (M2n, J,∇, g).
Then there exists a ∇-parallel frame s such that the εpluriharmonic map G(s) takes
values in the totally geodesic submanifold

Sp(R2n)/U ε(k, l) ⊂ SL(2n,R)/SO(2k, 2l)

and coincides with the dual Gauss map L.

6.3 Nearly Kähler manifolds

Definition 7. A nearly εKähler manifold (M, J, g) is an almost εcomplex manifold
(M, J) endowed with a pseudo-Riemannian metric g, such that
i) J is skew-symmetric with respect to g and
ii) (∇g

XJ)Y = −(∇g
Y J)X, ∀X,Y ∈ TM.

Using Theorem 4 then yields the following proposition.

Proposition 3. Let (M, g) be a Levi-Civita flat nearly εKähler manifold, then the
data (TM, D, S, ω) defines a symplectic εtt*-bundle.

Remark, that the connection D := ∇g − S with S := − 1
2εJ∇J is the unique

εcomplex metric connection with totally skew-symmetric torsion [11, 14]. This con-
nection is called the canonical connection.
The question if on a Levi-Civita flat nearly εKähler manifold (M,J, g) the data
(TM, D, S, g) can define a metric εtt*-bundle was answered negatively by [20, 22]
in the sense that it forces S to vanish.

For the related εpluriharmonic maps it follows:
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Proposition 4. [20, 22] A Levi-Civita flat nearly εKähler manifold (M, g) defines
an εpluriharmonic map φ : M → SO(2k, 2l)/U ε(k, l) (Recall, that k = l in the
para-complex case).

The map φ is essentially the εcomplex structure in a Levi-Civita flat frame.
In the complex case there exist the following classification results for Levi-Civita flat
nearly Kähler manifolds and the para-complex version is work in progress.
We denote by V = Ck,l the complex vector space (Cn, Jcan), n = k + l, endowed
with the standard Jcan-invariant pseudo-Euclidian scalar product gcan of symmetric
signature (2k, 2l).

Theorem 7. [6] Let η be a constant three-form on a connected open set U ⊂ V = Ck,l

containing 0 which satisfies ηX ηY = 0, and {ηX , Jcan} = 0,∀X, Y. Denote by (xi)2n
i=1

flat (real) linear coordinates of U and by ∂i = ∂
∂xi .

Then there exists a unique almost complex structure

J = exp

(
2

2n∑

i=1

xi η∂i

)
Jcan

on U such that J0 = Jcan, and M(U, η) := (U, g = gcan, J) is a flat nearly pseudo-
Kähler manifold.
Any flat nearly pseudo-Kähler manifold is locally isomorphic to a flat nearly pseudo-
Kähler manifold of the form M(U, η).

We will say that a complex three-form ζ ∈ Λ3(Cm)∗ is regular if

span{ζ(Z, W, ·)|Z, W ∈ Cm} = (Cm)∗.

The constraints on the three-form can be solved as follows:

Theorem 8. [6] There exists a one-to-one correspondence between GL(m,C)-orbits
on Λ3

reg(Cm)∗ ⊂ Λ3(Cm)∗ and isomorphism classes of complete flat simply connected
nearly pseudo-Kähler manifolds of real dimension 4m ≥ 12 and without pseudo-Kähler
de Rham factor.
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